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Section IV· Topic 5: Long-Term Effects Primarily Negative 

Null or Negative Effects of 
ETI Contact in the Next Millennium 

Eric J. Chaisson 
Tuhs University 

.. . electromagnetic (;'Idirect) 
contact will probably have 
negligible effect on us, and 

physical (direct) contact will 
probably be Iwrmful to us. 

Every productive meeti ng nu ds an agent provoca
teur. Since I cannot be sure, looking at the list of 
attendees, that we have one among us, I shall assume 
that role until otherwise deposed. 

My hypotheses are that there will likely be no pos
itive effect from contact with ETl during the next 
thou sand years. Yes, it would be nice to know if ETIs 
exist in space; the "commission" that astronomers 
have from the public to keep an eye on th e universe 
demands that we strive to inventory cosmic Jife in all 
its forms, ju st as we do for matter and radiation. 
However, in the long run, electromagnetic (indirect) 
contact will probably have negligible effect o n us, 
and physical (direct) contact will probably be harm
ful to us. 

Should contact with E11 be limited to electromag
netic means, and there be little chance of E11 travel
ing to Ear th (or us to their home) within the next 
millennium (owing largely to light-speed restric
tions), then the impact ofETI on our civilization will 
be m inimal, perhaps virtually zero, given the steady 
stream of "'in-house" global problems inevitably con
fronting h u ma nkind while pushing ou t along the 
arrow of time. Ofcourse, we shall study ETIs' signals, 
decipher their messages. perhaps even learn som e 
things from them (since any ETI initiating contact 
with us wi ll be, esse nti all y b y d efinition , more 
advanced and knowledgeable than we). Earth's aca
demics will publish scholarly analyses of ETI data in 
the specialized cyberspace journals; commentators 

will propagate opinio ns among the bits and bytes of 
the new Net; and the media hype of each new ETI 
finding and its cultural vicissitudes will cause the 
mainstream press o f the third millennium to resem
ble the tabloid press of the late-second millennium. 
But indirect contact alone will likely be of m eaning
ful concern only to a small minority of Earth's citi
zens-essen t ially an en semble of future people 
statistically indisti ngui shable from those currently 
interested in SETJ . As long as contact remains solely 
electromagnetic , Earth·ba sed global issues of 
(mostly) our own making will dominate our lives, 
indeed drive o ur fu ture evolution during the next 
thousand years. 

... domina'JCe is likely to be the natural. 
indeed perhaps inevitable. stance ofany 

advanced life form. 

Should contact with ETI be physical, even as a 
mere ceremonial visitation, then the impact could be 
large and negative for our species. I refer to the uni
versality of physical and chemical phenomena in the 
cosmos, and by extensio n to the subjects of biology 
and its allied behaviora l sciences. In sho rt , jf neo
Darwinism (or some version of it) holds cosmically, 
meaning that competition is at least part of :my com 
plex being's methodology, then it is not inconceiv
able that they (who will be, again, more adva nced 
than we are) would dominate us. Not that they would 
"come and eat us"- though they might; we do. in 
fact, consume many other, "lesser" species-and not 
that their alien posture toward us would be overtly 
hostile. R.ather. dominance is likely to be the natural, 
indeed perhaps inevitable, stance of any advanced 
life form. It is jus t as reasonable to argue that 
advanced life, anywhere in the cosmos, will tend to 
control other life (as well as controUing maner and 
radial io n locally) if given the opportunity and if in 
p hysical contact, as it is to suggest that positive con
sequences will result from our detection of and inter
action with extraterrestrial intelligence. 
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